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Choose one type of exotic weapon, such as the spiked chain or
whip. You understand how to use that type of exotic weapon in
combat, and can utilize any special tricks or qualities that exotic
weapon might allow.

Prerequisite : Base attack bonus +1.

Benefit : You make attack rolls with the weapon normally.

Normal: A character who uses a weapon with which he is not
proficient takes a –4 penalty on attack rolls.

Special : You can gain Exotic Weapon Proficiency multiple times.
Each time you take the feat, it applies to a new type of exotic
weapon.

Exotic Weapon Proficiency (Repeating heavy crossbow) Feat

Your repertoire of arcanist exploits expands.

Prerequisite : Arcanist exploit class feature.

Benefit : You gain one additional arcanist exploit. You must meet
the prerequisites for this arcanist exploit.

Special : You can take this feat multiple times. Each time you do,
you gain another arcanist exploit.

Appears In : Advanced Class Guide

Extra Arcanist Exploit (Arcanist) Feat

Your quick reflexes allow you to react rapidly to danger.

Benefit : You get a +4 bonus on initiative checks.

Improved Initiative Feat

You had the fortune to be born into one of Cheliax’s noble families,
and even more importantly, your family is one of those loyal to
House Thrune. Perhaps your family has been allied with Thrune
since the Chelish Civil War, or maybe Thrune granted your family
its title in exchange for its support during that conflict. In any case,
your experience growing up among the nation’s well-to-do has
given you an upper hand when it comes to knowledge of high
society, and you start the game with a modest inheritance. With the
nascent uprising of the Glorious Reclamation in Cheliax, there is
much concern among the aristocracy, and House Thrune needs the
support of loyal nobles now more then ever.

This trait assumes you belong to a minor noble human family with
a small manor or estate in some backwater of the empire. If you’re
not human, either you were adopted into a noble human family, or
your family was recently granted a nonhereditary noble title.

You gain a +1 trait bonus on Knowledge (nobility) checks, and
Knowledge (nobility) is a class skill for you. In addition, you gain a
+1 trait bonus on Charisma-based checks against other members of
the Chelish aristocracy. The Noble Scion feat does not have a
Charisma prerequisite for you. Lastly, you start play with a noble’s
outfit, a signet ring, and a single additional nonmagical item worth
no more than 200 gp.

Appears In : Hell's Vengeance

Chelish Noble Trait

You were born into a rich family, perhaps even the nobility, and
even though you turned to a life of adventure anyway, you enjoyed
a one-time benefit to your initial finances.

Benefit : Your starting cash increases to 900 gp.

Note: You may need to go to the classes tab and reset your
starting cash after taking this trait.

Appears In : Character Traits Web Enhancement, Advanced
Player's Guide Traits

Rich Parents Trait

Samsarans gain a +2 racial bonus on all saving throws to resist
death effects, saving throws against negative energy effects,
Fortitude saves to remove negative levels, and Constitution checks
to stabilize if reduced to negative hit points.

Lifebound (Ex) Racial Ability (Samsaran)

A creature with low-light vision can see twice as far as a human in
starlight, moonlight, torchlight, and similar conditions of dim light. It
retains the ability to distinguish color and detail under these
conditions.

Low-Light Vision Racial Ability,Senses

You can add spells from another spellcasting class to the spell list
of your current spellcasting class. You add a number of spells equal
to 1 + your spellcasting class’s key ability score bonus (Wisdom for
clerics, and so on). The spells must be the same type (arcane or
divine) as the spellcasting class you’re adding them to. For
example, you could add divine power to your druid class spell list,
but not to your wizard class spell list because divine power is a
divine spell. These spells do not have to be spells you can cast as
a 1st-level character. The number of spells granted by this ability is
set at 1st level. Changes to your ability score do not change the
number of spells gained. This racial trait replaces shards of the
past.

Note: The selector is for the class to whose spell list you will add
spells.

Appears In : Advanced Race Guide

Mystic Past Life (Arcanist) Unknown
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An arcanist has an innate pool of magical energy that she can draw
upon to fuel her arcanist exploits and enhance her spells. The
arcanist’s arcane reservoir can hold a maximum amount of magical
energy equal to 3 + the arcanist’s level. Each day, when preparing
spells, the arcanist’s arcane reservoir fills with raw magical energy,
gaining a number of points equal to 3 + 1/2 her arcanist level. Any
points she had from the previous day are lost. She can also regain
these points through the consume spells class feature and some
arcanist exploits. The arcane reservoir can never hold more points
than the maximum amount noted above; points gained in excess of
this total are lost.

Points from the arcanist reservoir are used to fuel many of the
arcanist’s powers. In addition, the arcanist can expend 1 point from
her arcane reservoir as a free action whenever she casts an
arcanist spell. If she does, she can choose to increase the caster
level by 1 or increase the spell’s DC by 1. She can expend no
more than 1 point from her reservoir on a given spell in this way.

Note: After adding levels of Arcanist, you should go to the In-Play
tab and press the Reset button on this ability, so that the correct
number are left, as if you were fully rested.  Because excess from
the previous day is lost after resting, and only a few points are left
in the pool, it will look as if most of the uses/day of this ability
have been used up after resetting it.  If you gain additional arcane
reservoir points from your other abilities, decrease the number
currently used in the pool.

Arcane Reservoir +1 DC or CL (8/day) (Su) Class Ability (Arcanist)

The arcanist selects one sorcerer bloodline upon taking this exploit.
The arcanist gains that bloodline’s 1st-level bloodline power as
though she were a 1st-level sorcerer. The arcanist must select an
ordinary bloodline with this ability, not one altered by an archetype.
As a swift action, the arcanist can expend 1 point from her arcane
reservoir to bolster her latent nature, allowing her to treat her
arcanist level as her sorcerer level for the purpose of using this
ability, which lasts for a number of rounds equal to her Charisma
modifier (minimum 1).

She does not gain any other abilities when using this exploit in this
way, such as bloodline arcana or those bloodline powers gained at
3rd level or higher. If this ability is used to gain an arcane bond
and a bonded item is selected, the arcanist can only use that item
to cast spells of a level equal to the level of spell that could be
cast by her equivalent sorcerer level (limiting her to 1st level spells
unless she spends a point from her arcane reservoir).

If the arcanist already has a bloodline (or gains one later), taking
this exploit instead allows her arcanist levels to stack with the
levels of the class that granted her access to the bloodline when
determining the powers and abilities of her bloodline.

Appears In : Advanced Class Guide

Bloodline Development (2 rounds) Class Ability (Arcanist)

At 1st level, an arcanist can expend an available arcanist spell slot
as a move action, making it unavailable for the rest of the day, just
as if she had used it to cast a spell. She can use this ability a
number of times per day equal to her Charisma modifier (minimum
1). Doing this adds a number of points to her arcane reservoir
equal to the level of the spell slot consumed. She cannot consume
cantrips (0 level spells) in this way. Points gained in excess of the
reservoir’s maximum are lost.

Consume Spells (2/day) (Su) Class Ability (Arcanist)

By expending 1 point from her arcane reservoir, the arcanist can
attempt to counter a spell as it is being cast. She must identify the
spell being cast as normal. If she successfully does so, the arcanist
can attempt to counter the spell as an immediate action and by
expending an available arcanist spell slot of a level at least one
higher than the level of the spell being cast. To counterspell, the
arcanist must attempt a dispel check as if using dispel magic . If the
spell being countered is one that the arcanist has prepared, she
can instead expend an available arcanist spell slot of the same
level, and she receives a +5 bonus on the dispel check.
Counterspelling in this way does not trigger any feats or other
abilities that normally occur when a spellcaster successfully
counters a spell.

Appears In : Advanced Class Guide

Counterspell (Su) Class Ability (Arcanist)

If the master is 3rd level or higher, a familiar can deliver touch
spells for him. If the master and the familiar are in contact at the
time the master casts a touch spell, he can designate his familiar
as the 'toucher'. The familiar can then deliver the touch spell just as
the master could. As usual, if the master casts another spell before
the touch is delivered, the touch spell dissipates.

Deliver Touch Spells Through Familiar (Su)Class Ability (Arcanist)

The arcanist can expend 1 point from her arcane reservoir to create
a dimensional crack that she can step through to reach another
location. This ability is used as part of a move action or withdraw
action, allowing her to move up to 10 feet per arcanist level to any
location she can see. This counts as 5 feet of movement. She can
only use this ability once per round. She does not provoke attacks
of opportunity when moving in this way, but any other movement
she attempts as part of her move action provokes as normal.

Appears In : Advanced Class Guide

Dimensional Slide (50 feet) (Su) Class Ability (Arcanist)

The master has an empathic link with his familiar out to a distance
of up to 1 mile. The master cannot see through the familiar's eyes,
but they can communicate empathically. Because of the limited
nature of the link, only general emotional content can be
communicated.

Because of this empathic link, the master has the same connection
to an item or place that his familiar does.

Empathic Link with Familiar (Su) Class Ability (Arcanist)

If you are within arm's reach of your familiar, you gain the benefits
of the Alertness feat.

If you are within 1 mile of your familiar, you may gain other
benefits.

Familiar Bonus: +4 bonus on initiative checksClass Ability (Arcanist)

Psychic power runs thorough your blood, whether it be from a
familial predisposition to psychic power or exposure to a powerful
psychic phenomenon. Whatever the source of this power, your mind
is a dangerous weapon.

Appears In : Occult Adventures

Psychic Class Ability (Sorcerer)

At 1st level, you can overwhelm the minds of those nearby. You
can target one creature within 30 feet that you can see; that
creature must succeed at a Will saving throw (DC = 10 + 1/2 your
sorcerer level + your Charisma modifier) or it takes 1d6 points of
damage + 1 point for every 2 sorcerer levels you possess and
becomes shaken for 1 round. You can use this ability a number of
times per day equal to 3 + your Charisma modifier.

Psychic Strike (1d6, 5/day, DC 12) (Sp) Class Ability (Arcanist,Sorcerer)
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The wizard may cast a spell with a target of "You" on his familiar
(as a touch spell) instead of on himself. A wizard may cast spells
on his familiar even if the spells do not normally affect creatures of
the familiar's type (magical beast).

Share Spells with Familiar Class Ability (Arcanist)

If the master is 5th level or higher, a familiar and the master can
communicate verbally as if they were using a common language.
Other creatures do not understand the communication without
magical help.

Speak with Familiar (Ex) Class Ability (Arcanist)
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Your training and reflexes allow you to react swiftly to avoid an
opponents' attacks.

Prerequisite : Dex 13.

Benefit : You gain a +1 dodge bonus to your AC. A condition that
makes you lose your Dex bonus to AC also makes you lose the
benefits of this feat.

Dodge Feat

You are trained in using your agility in melee combat, as opposed
to brute strength.

Benefit : With a light weapon, rapier, whip, or spiked chain made
for a creature of your size category, you may use your Dexterity
modifier instead of your Strength modifier on attack rolls. If you
carry a shield, its armor check penalty applies to your attack rolls.

Special : Natural weapons are considered light weapons.

Weapon Finesse Feat

The animal comes to you, even if it normally would not do so.
Come [Trick] Animal Trick Trick

The animal defends you (or is ready to defend you if no threat is
present), even without any command being given. Alternatively, you
can command the animal to defend a specific other character.

Defend [Trick] Animal Trick Trick

The animal follows you closely, even to places where it normally
wouldn't go.

Heel [Trick] Animal Trick Trick

Add this trick for any other thing you trained this animal to perform
that doesn't fall under another trick.

Other Trick [Trick, Hold a page in a book] Animal Trick Trick

The animal performs a variety of simple tricks, such as sitting up,
rolling over, roaring or barking, and so on.

Perform [Trick] Animal Trick Trick

The animal moves into an area and looks around for anything that
is obviously alive or animate.

Seek [Trick] Animal Trick Trick

A creature with darkvision can see in total darkness, usually to a
range of 60 feet. Within this range the creature can see as clearly
as a sighted creature could see in an area of bright light.
Darkvision is black and white only but otherwise like normal sight.

Darkvision (60 feet) Racial Ability,Senses (Vermin)

You are immune to Mind-Affecting effects.
Immunity to Mind-Affecting effects Unknown

When subjected to an attack that normally allows a Reflex saving
throw for half damage, a familiar takes no damage if it makes a
successful saving throw and half damage even if the saving throw
fails.

Improved Evasion (Ex) Racial Ability (Master)

Sting—Injury; save Fort DC 10; freq 1/rd for 6 rds; effect sicken for
1 rd; cure 1 save.

Poison: Sting - Injury (DC 10) (Ex) Racial Ability (Scorpion, Greensting)
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